BUNKERING AT WORLDWIDE PORTS
SPECTRA FUELS, a name synonymous with flawlessness, is a steadfast bunkering partner for your ships and vessels across ports worldwide. Today, in a world where expeditious operations are taking this competitive shipping market by storm, bunker buyers need to consider all available options in terms of Port, Price, Credit, Fuel Quality, Fuel Quantity and Services before making a purchase decision.

As your staunch bunkering partners, SPECTRA FUELS offers a broad spectrum of solutions and alternatives to the decision-maker and assists them in making a decision which will be advantageous for them in the coming future.

**We Are At The Helm, Driving Your Progress**
Greetings from Spectra Fuels

As you cruise through our brochure, I hope that you learn more about the various services and their qualities that make us a reliable, trusted and one of the most exceptional bunkering service provider.

We have provided assistance at worldwide ports and made a prominent presence across the globe after 5 years of beginning our operations.

One simple reason behind being a name synonymous with trust is relationship management. Great work is a product of great people and the bunkering experts at Spectra Fuels bring a strong service ethos on board. When passion and ownership come together, the end result is every bit of wonderful.

From providing fuels for a wide variety of vessels, to the constant compliance, we are there by your side. Our professionalism and experienced-approach amalgamated with our love for these magnificent ships at sea drive us to seize every opportunity and deliver efficiency every time.

Choose a Bunkering Service that is reliable and can serve you across the world. Go for Spectra Fuels!

Ravi Prakash
Director,
Spectra Fuels
OUR VISION, MISSION & VALUES

Vision
To be a world-class leader in bunkering

Mission
To present a wide spectrum of bunkering solutions to bunker buyers, sellers, suppliers and others at worldwide ports through a highly motivated and skilled team of people along with the right technology, 24x7 quick response, smooth operations, effective compliance and deep knowledge of the market.

Values
Trust, Integrity, Commitment, Excellence and Humility
COME ON SPECTRA FUEL THE SHIPS

Come on Spectra... Fuel the Ships
Bunkering at worldwide ports
Spectra... Spectra Fuels

Come on Spectra you can do it,
All the ports we supply it

Spectrum of alternatives
In terms of product and price.
Port, quality and quantity,

Worldwide ports, competitive price
Come on Spectra, Fuel the ships

Tanker ships and container ships
bulk carriers and gas carries

Offshore ships, Naval ships
Tugs and dredgers and cruise ships

Advisor on bunker dispute
Market update of the fuel

VLSFO MGO HSFO and all the fuels
Credit terms as you wish

Come on Spectra, Fuel the ships
Spectra... Spectra fuels
Offer the best price,
fix the deal all the time.

Let the supply be on time
full quantity every time
send, BDN and invoices
get the payment in due time.

Serve on more enquiries
Clear all bunker queries

share indices, promise the best price
Come on Spectra, Fuel the Ships

Spectra... Spectra fuels

Emails, WhatsApp, skype and call
24 by 7 Quick response
smooth supply all the time
Come on spectra, you can do it
Come on spectra, You are the best
Come on spectra, Fuel the ships
Your marine operations worldwide can be at risk if the fleet fails to be at its feet. Balloting down all hatches, from each aspect can keep your course clear of hindrances and ensure timely delivery to the end client. Constant monitoring of time, budgets and planning are necessary to keep the operations hunky-dory.

In this ever-dynamic world of shipping, SPECTRA FUELS provides Bunkering Solutions.

### Ensuring That Your Operations Stay Copper Bottomed

#### Offerings

**Marine Fuels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VLSFO (0.5%)</td>
<td>Very Low Sulphur Fuel Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSFO (3.5%)</td>
<td>High Sulphur Fuel Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSMGO (0.1%)</td>
<td>Low Sulphur Marine Gas Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGO</td>
<td>Marine Gas Oil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other Offerings**

- LNG Bunkering
- Marine Lubes
- Bio Fuels
- Future Compliant Fuels
WHY CHOOSE SPECTRA FUELS?

We offer a gamut of alternatives in terms of Port, Price, Credit, Fuel Quality, Fuel Quantity & Services

We assure savings in overheads, fuel costs and voyage costs

We assist with voyage bunker schedule planning

We boast of expertise in advising and mediating on Bunker disputes and claims

We bring to the table strong negotiation and persuasion skills that eventually result in sizeable savings

We harness the power of technology to keep up with every little detail of change in prices and availability, at each moment in time

Ensuring That Your Operations Stay Copper Bottomed
While seamanship is your forte, timely delivery is your commitment, seamless operations are your guarantee, and ours is to provide bunkering in all its versatility to numerous ships and vessels.

At SPECTRA FUELS, we run a tight ship and acknowledge the uniqueness of the ship along with their specific bunkering requirements that are necessary to handle the fuelling precisely.

Ships We Bunker For:

- TANKER SHIPS
- GAS CARRIERS
- BULK CARRIERS
- CONTAINER SHIPS
- CAR CARRIERS
- CRUISE SHIPS
- OFFSHORE SHIPS
- DREDGERS
- NAVAL SHIPS
- TUGS
- CABLE LAYER SHIP
- OTHER SPECIAL SHIPS
PORT
DIRECTORY

No matter where you are in the world with us by your side, it's always plain sailing

The Port of Houston is one of the world's largest ports and serves the metropolitan area of Houston, Texas, which is one of the world's largest fuel oil trading markets where all fuel grades can be purchased. In addition, the Houston 'hub' also covers bunker operations which take place at Bolivar Roads Anchorage, at the entrance to Galveston Bay.

Jibe In Any Direction & We Will Be At The Bow To Serve You
We Are A Trusted Name In Indian Sub-Continent Bunkering

FAIR WINDS & FOLLOWING SEAS